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7.4 EVERYDAY ART

The CMP Group has hosted annual EVERYDAY ART (EDA) since 2013 as the platform for the exhibition and promotion of students' artworks. Starting from March 
every year, EDA would send letters to around 30 art-related schools in Taiwan to invite artworks and visit large exhibitions and joint exhibitions of students to 
promote and share the event with young artists.
On the one hand, EDA encourages and advocates student in the art-field to continue creation. 70% to 75% of the proceeds are given to the creators. Besides 
inviting experts to providereviews, there are new arts talent awards and seminars organized during the exhibition. Nominees of the new talent awards would 
even have the chance to present their own themed exhibitions at venues operated by the CMP Group, such as Park Lane by CMP, the Jen Library, and the CMP 
Block Museum of Arts. On the other hand, EDA constantly promotes the philosophy of "art is not highbrow, art is life", and hopes to become the platform where 
people make their first artwork purchase. EDA is proud to have many first-time artwork purchases during the exhibition, and is pleased to see the attendance of 
long-term collectors and art institutions.
In 2018, we expanded from two-dimensional artworks to sculptures and installation art. Also, the show ground had been extended to include the CMP Block 
Museum of Arts. This elevated the diversity and richness of EDA exhibitions and provided a platform and opportunities for young artists with different specialties.
In 2019, we channeled our energy on the Jen Library. We continued the promotion of lifestyle aesthetics and provided visitors with artistic nutrients. EDA artists' 
artworks that were compatible to features of Jen Library were displayed. Aside from the increased exposure for students' work, visitors could truly experience 
the fusion between art and living space. The Library has become a permanent space for demonstrating art life.

The Jen Library 2019 Exhibitions

"The Exhibition of Potential Young Artists" "The Window View Under 
Sunshine" "The Forest of Inspiration"

Duration 2019.01.25 - 2019.04.28 2019.05.10 - 2019.09.08 2019.09.13 - 2019.12.15
Participating artists 4 3 5
No. of pieces 28 42 34
No. of pieces sold 2 6 5
Total sales 79,800 14,322 16,646

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Budget 64,000 88,186 100,000 100,000 100,000
No. of pieces 88 143 70 99 94
No. of pieces sold 19 36 10 30 13
Total sales 200,000 291,288 306,948 239,405 110,768


